Overview

• Intelligence / IW WG held Tues. / Wed. 2-3 Nov 99, to address the following topics:
  - GALE Lite Demo and Implementation Plan
  - GCCS-M PC Intel Tools Demo and Implementation Plan
  - GIS Transition to Soft Copy / Remote Replication Afloat
  - Enterprise-Wide Storage / Storage Area Network
  - Intelligence Support to the AADC Model
  - Maritime IBS and JTT (Joint Tactical Terminal)
  - JSIPS-N / JCA / GCCS-M Imagery Services
Intelligence / IW WG Issues

• **Issue #1: GALE Lite Implementation Plan**
  - Fielding details: hardware, software, schedule, and training
  - CONOPS development: coordinated N2 / N6 / Fleet effort
  - Access to databases, e.g. Wrangler / NRTD / TDDS
  - Boundary conditions for removal of stand-alone GALE Lites

• **Action #1:**
  - N2 / N6 will form an IPT to develop CONOPS plan
  - SPAWAR PMW-157 will promulgate details of GALE Lite implementation plan.
  - **POC:** CDR Murphy, N62 / CDR Poor, PMW-157
  - **Suspense:** 15 December 99
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• **Issue #2: Impact on ELINT Analysis and EOB Maintenance with introduction of GALE Lite / AA**
  - Requires reevaluation of the analytical and database maintenance processes
  - Relationship with GALE Lite CONOPS

• **Action #2:**
  - CNO N20 establish an IPT to conduct evaluation and provide input into CONOPS
  - **POC:** CDR Sweitzer, N20 / CDR Poor, PMW-157
  - **Suspense:** 1 April 00
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• **Issue #3: Comparative Analysis of Prototype Targeting Systems**
  - Requirement for deliberate and time critical targeting
  - Requirement for comparative analysis of functionality of LSS and LAWS with GCCS-M / JSIPS-N

• **Action #3:**
  - CNO N20 in cooperation with SPAWAR / NAVAIR / NAVSEA coordinate comparative analysis
  - **POC:** CDR Sweitzer, N20
  - **Suspense:** 15 March 00
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• **Issue #4: Hard Copy Warrior Support**
  - Navy preparation for NIMA’s transition to all digital geospatial products
  - Integration into / compliance with the USIGS architecture
  - Remote replication of digital geospatial products
  - Associated hardware and software requirements e.g. 36” printer

• **Action #4:**
  - CNO N20 / N62 coordinate with NIMA on appropriate transition plan for Navy Afloat users
  - CNO N20 / N62 coordinate with SPAWAR on hardware and technical requirements and funding availability
  - **POC:** CDR Sweitzer, N20 / CDR Murphy, N62 / Mr. Cox, PMW-157
  - **Suspense:** 1 March 00
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• **Issue #5: JDISS Multi-Network Workstation (MNW) and Consolidated LAN Effort.**
  - JDISS introducing accreditable MNW solution in CPF
  - CNO N6 and SPAWAR working on consolidated LAN for Afloat Forces

• **Action #5:**
  - CNO N20 will coordinate JDISS PMO to provide details of MNW to SPAWAR
  - SPAWAR Consolidated LAN Engineering Team will investigate MNW for potential use as MLS solution
  - **POC:** CDR Sweitzer, N20 / CDR Poor PMW-157 / SPAWAR PMW-158
  - **Suspense:** 1 May 00
Additional Action Items

- Impact of evolving collaboration tools on Intelligence DB maintenance
- Incorporation of Gun Camera Video with GCCS-M
- Enterprise wide storage / storage area network integration
- Intelligence DB consistency in PC tools environment
- Imagery Metadata quality control process
- Battlegroup Commander staff access to SCI messages Ashore
- Increased focus on SCI data correlation training in GCCS-M
- Operational impact of not loading GCCS-M 3.1.1B on SCI side
- Expand invite list to Intelligence WG to DIA / NIMA / DISA / ONI etc.